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Abstract: Enterprise architectures provide reasonable information to guide evolution
of complex technical systems within their organizational embeddings. In current ap-
proaches, viewing the impact of system changes is focused on analyzing components
and neglects detailed views of interfaces connecting components. This paper presents
a new approach, which considers interfaces as first-class objects to support decision
making on evolving enterprise architectures and deal with change requests efficiently.
Documentation using interface profiles is presented which connects to the enterprise
data models and interaction mechanisms and allows tracing the impact of change syn-
tactically and functionally. The approach is evaluated by using various metrics to es-
timate costs and risk of realizing requested changes within the enterprise architecture
of a photo finishing company; CEWE COLOR AG & Co. OHG.

1 Motivation

Enterprises are driven by business both internally and externally, therefore IT systems

are in continuous evolution in order to correspond to business requirements. Traditional

maintenance activities and evolution are combined with high efforts and significant time

[EFK+03, DLG+06]. Maintenance efforts increase in the presence of heterogeneous

IT landscapes and out-of-date documentation [EFK+03]. The choice for taking CEWE

COLOR AG & Co. OHG, a photo finishing company as a case study for this paper, is

because it has a heterogeneous IT Landscape consisting of 16 Software systems, where

half of them are in-house developed systems1.

Hence, there are many interfaces in the line of duty in order to connect the software sys-

tems that are divided into three major parts; Online IT, Production IT and Commercial

IT. Online IT is responsible for providing web services for end consumers and trade part-

ners, presenting products of the company on the website, taking orders online and passing

them to the production and commercial IT. Commercial IT receives orders from the trade

partners, maintains their master data, products and pricing and provides both online and

1This Information has been collected from CEWE COLOR AG & Co. OHG
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production with the required data. In addition, invoices are generated, converted to the

proper format required by trade partners and electronically submitted by commercial IT.

Production receives orders from both other sections and prices of products from the com-

mercial IT. At the end of production, the orders are shipped and feedback is sent back so

post-production processes can be initiated.

This IT landscape experiences continuous change to fulfill customers’ needs. Employees

invest a lot of time and effort to cope with changes that affect the company, namely project

and daily changes. Project changes are in most cases well structured and managed with

enough time to execute the required alteration and test them before going live. A recent ex-

ample of project change is establishing a new Customer Relationship Management (CRM)

system in the IT landscape. Daily changes, on the other hand, occur more frequently and

have short time frames to be executed and tested. In some cases, these could coincide with

high rate of mistakes even with skillful employees because they tend to prioritize rapid

task completion over task correctness [Pet09a]. Without the help of a tool to determine the

location of changes and with lack of adequate documentation, complications are common

which results in tasks taking more time than expected.

Detecting the impact of change has been presented and discussed by different approaches

toward enterprise architecture. Since the business is the source of change requests and IT

is the place where these changes should be mapped, the focus was on aligning the business

with IT which is managed by enterprise architecture [PS05]. Enterprise architectures pro-

vide comprehensive information to represent complex enterprises, in order to manage their

evolution ensuing from technological alteration and increased complexity of information

environments [Lan05, Kho07].

However, the matter is to decide if the changes should be applied and mapped onto the

components within a software system, or on the interfaces that connect systems and com-

ponents. So far, much effort has been made to study impact of changes at the code level of

software systems. For programmers, this is helpful to capture the influenced details, but it

is hard for high level decision makers to understand the impact of requirement changes and

make an appropriate decision [LLYL08]. Hence, several studies have been directed to a

higher level and focused on analyzing components. Detailed views of interfaces connect-

ing components have been neglected even it is clear that the organizational effectiveness is

driven by the relationships between components rather than by the detailed specification

of each individual component and the local optimization [Lan05].

In this paper Section 1 discusses the approaches of enterprise architecture and their evolu-

tion in the following section 2 defines the problem by discussing the reasons for moving

from management and analysis of components to interfaces. Section 3 defines the inter-

face and its life cycle. Section 4 gives an overview of the taxonomy of changes’ requests

and their influence on interfaces. Section 5 presents initial results, outlines the metrics of

interfaces and illustrates their usage with the help of an industrial example.
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2 Related Work: Enterprise Approaches

Traditionally, enterprise architectures focus on IT related issues and artifacts to support

better IT operations [WF07, Dav11]. According to Gartner Group [TG12], there are two

approaches modeling enterprise architectures which differentiate from each other in the

rate of change and the centralization of decision making. The first approach, called the tra-

ditional approach, tends to work well in cases where the architecture is driven by strategy

i.e. when the organization has defined business strategy and manageable rate of changes in

addition to a centralized decision making. This approach works poorly if it is expected to

be flexible with emergent domains because it does not behave in a predictable way. There-

fore, the federal approach is more suitable in cases when the decision making process is

not centralized e.g. in large complex organization where the pace of change is very high.

However, in order to take advantage of management activities like change impact analysis,

risk analysis and compliance, enterprise architecture should include business related arti-

facts [BW05, WF07]. As a response, enterprise architectures have become more business-

oriented and new approaches emerged; the managed diversity and middle-out [Sch10].

Managed diversity tries to provide a balance between the need for standards and need for

options. It provides a limited set of standards with a diversity of options for each com-

ponent or service thereby reducing costs and complexity. The middle-out approach, on

the other hand, could be costly but it is highly suited to very large organizations that ex-

perience a high rate of change. Middle-out has aroused criticism and been interpreted

differently. The core idea of middle-out supposed to identify the central parts of an organi-

zation, that have the biggest impact on the ability to change and manages the connections

and key dependencies between them [TG12, Pet09b].

The mentioned parts should firstly be clearly defined because they can be confusing. They

could represent people, strategy, infrastructure, maybe the components or any part from

the Mckinsey 7’s framework [WPP80]. They could also represent the generic systems

and federal components [Gal10]. Saggezza [Sag11] called this approach ’managed de-

pendencies’ because it focuses on interoperability and dependency management and on

coordinating the behaviors among systems rather than optimizing their internal mecha-

nisms. This approach is characterized by Gartner Group as ”architect the lines, not the

boxes” since it models the relationships as interactions using small set of interfaces and

defines standard identity, format and protocol for each interface [MC07], therefore it is

also known as IFaP (Identifier standard, Format standard and Protocol standard). Grigoriu

[Gri10] and Rollings [Rol09] criticized this approach considering it nothing other than an

SOA (Service Oriented Architecture). As a conclusion, middle-out is the precedent ap-

proach which changes the direction of interest from the parts to the relationships, yet the

definition of the parts and relationships is ambiguous.
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3 Challenge: Components vs. Interfaces

A driving force behind establishing an enterprise architecture is to have a means to address

continual internal and external changes of business strategy and the evolution of technol-

ogy. Change impact analysis identifies the potential consequences of a change or estimate

what needs to be modified to accomplish a change [BA96]. Much effort has been made to

view the impact of change by analyzing components. In other words, the Change Impact

Analysis (CIA) depicts how components are affected as a result of applying a change on

one component but this does not mean automatically mean that all interfaces provided by

a component that has changed should be altered. To specifically define the affected inter-

faces further investigation is required.

Each component comprises a set of interfaces and the application logic [AH01]. Each in-

terface has method(s), input and output and a defined function to be performed in addition

to transmitting data. Interfaces can be divided into two categories; those that provide ser-

vices to other components or external environments, and those that require (used) services

from other components or external environments [FM06]. A used interface is the same in-

terface provided by another component. However, there are twelve kinds of relationships

between components, four of them, which are the most important, have been explained in

[dBBG+05]. Within the company, two types are used Access and Use.

Access Relationship means that one component accesses data objects provided by the

other. For example, the orders from a consumer are saved in the database of OPS2 and are

retrieved by other components from the rest of the company that need this information.

Use Relationship on the other hand, means that one component provides the information

to the environment that depends on it, e.g. ICOS3 which provides master data to other

components. The difference between these two kinds of relationships is, in the first case

the interfaces are managed by the one who needs the information while in the second case

it is managed by the one who is providing it.

In order to illustrate our basic idea, we consider the component ICOS-Trade Partner (TP)

which is responsible for fostering the master data of trade partners and provides the data

via interfaces to other components, see Figure 1. The master data includes the name of the

trade partner, its phone number, its different subsidiaries (branches) and their addresses, its

discount type, country, etc. SAP-ERP4, as a system, is responsible for generating invoices;

OPS has the main role in receiving all Internet orders and DECENT5 manages the pricing.

The interfaces (TP-Master Data) differentiate in the form of the output and depend on the

required data from other components, so the amount of provided data is often different.

The discounts for the trade partners are transmitted separately to SAP-ERP SD. Applying

a change on the ICOS-Trade Partner component, does not necessitate changing all inter-

faces which are provided by it. Changing the discount should by no means only require

2Online Photo Service
3Integrated CEWE COLOR Organization System
4Enterprise-Resource-Planning
5DECentral New Technology
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a change on the TP-Discount interface. In order to discover the affected interfaces and

exclude the non affected interfaces, further analysis and study on the logic, functionality

and special cases of each interface should be done which means further effort and time,

resulting in higher costs. However, if the initial focus was on the interfaces, the costs for

impact of change analysis on components would be saved because each interface has a

source and destination documented and can be easily retrieved.

Figure 1: Interfaces within CEWE COLOR AG & Co. OHG.

In addition to the polygamy of component interfaces, component composition is another

motivation to focus on interfaces rather than components. Component composition is used

to build complex components from simpler ones [GS05]. The composition highly depends

on the description of interfaces to know how a new complex component can be built in an

effective way. The granularity of a component definition differs from one person to an-

other and from a company to another. Therefore, degree of granularity should be settled

from the beginning since interfaces follow the complexity of components.

For these reasons, we propose in this paper a new approach considering the interfaces

instead of the components. Hereby, we adopt the statement of Gartner Group [TG12]

”architect the lines, not the boxes”. By applying the impact of change principle on the in-

terfaces repository of an enterprise, represented by an interface profile -discussed in details

in section 4.2-, we can determine the interfaces that are affected by a change request. By

identifying the impacted interfaces, we can easily highlight the providing components and

the requiring ones by parsing the modified version of documentation (interface profile).

4 Interface Life Cycle Management

An interface is similar to an other IT or business element. It is like a product or a system.

The lifecycle of an interface begins with a requirements definition moving to the design
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and then to the implementation combined with testing and configuration. The interface

spends most of its life in the run-time phase. If it requires maintenance or customization

to reflect business or technology changes then its lifecycle moves back to previous phases.

When the interface does not corresponds with the changes, it has to be deactivated [Bal11].

4.1 Taxonomy of Changes

Requirement changes usually driven by market, or by the customer whose satisfaction

is boosted by companies. Additional requests could also be made internally to improve

statistics for the managers or to reflect their business decisions. The following points

outline the steps which could be taken in order to accommodate a change request:

1. Add a new interface: when a new function is required or a new connection should

be established to a system or a component. Outsourcing is also a reason for adding

new interfaces. We can also consider adding a new interface to supply the need for

replacing an existed interface.

2. Deactivate an interface: either because its absolute technique or its functionality has

been included or replaced by another interface.

3. Modify an interface: modifications are classified in three groups. Several changes

on more than one level are possible.

∙ Business level: the function of the interface. We use here tags (keywords) to

specify the task done by an interface, e.g. convert, transfer, push, write, trade

partner, order, customer, etc.

∙ Logical level: this includes

– Add the source and destination in the case of new interface

– Change the source/destination in the case of outsourcing or assignment of

functionality

– add/delete one or more of the parameters (input, output)

– Change the conditions e.g. The trigger of an interface (timely, manually,

by event) or the sequence of occurrence

∙ Technical level:

– Used protocol/port in the case the customer changed its protocol

– Representation of the input/output (char, number,etc., How many charac-

ters are used to represent a field)

– The server on which the interface runs

– The database on which the interface has access

These changes can be proofed syntactically after applying a mapping between the en-

terprise data model and the interfaces that are documented by an interface profile. The

relation between them is (n) to (m). Each interface transfers (n) parameters which are rep-

resented in enterprise data model and each field in the model can be transferred by several

interfaces. The mapping helps us to reflect any adjustment on the representation of a piece

of data directly to the influenced interfaces. However, to check the logical modification

we need to check the function of interface and the rules of interactions mechanisms i.e.

dependencies. An example of dependencies of a dependency is trade partner billing. To
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create an invoice, trade partner master data, sales discounts and orders should be passed.

The sequence rule is defined by transferring first trade partner data, then sales discounts,

and lastly the orders. If trade partner data was not settled, no sales discount could be as-

signed and without the sales discount, faulty invoices could be generated. So any type of

changes on one of these interfaces must consider dependency rules to avoid bad cases.

4.2 Interface Profile

Interface profile provides a management summary of documentation and analysis for inter-

faces and includes the most important information for decision makers. Later, this profile

is stored in an enterprise repository. However, the profile is not a substitute for the doc-

umentation. A structured and detailed template of documentation and the analysis back-

ground are generated but not presented here due to the limitations of space. The detailed

documentation is always required to enable the implementation, modification, mainte-

nance and testing [Pau10]. Unfortunately in many cases, this document is generated when

the interface is first designed and implemented but not later modified, therefore it does not

reflect the reality. In worst case, it could happen that the documentation does not exist

at all. The reason for absence of or out-of-date documentation is high time consumption

[Sin98, LSF03]. Therefore, an interface profile overlaps this problem as it is easier to

maintain and to be kept updated. Nevertheless, the documentation of interfaces or even

writing a profile for them and storing them in a repository is nothing new but the novel

piece of this work is the analysis beyond this profile and connecting it with the data model

and dependency model so that an assessment on the impact of changes on interfaces is

easier and more accurate.

Example:

Change request: Include CRM system to take care of orders from end consumer and trade

partners and for marketing.

Reason: As yet, to get an overview of all orders, each time data has to be collected from

several points in enterprise landscape.

Adding CRM is a project change. CRM is supposed to undertake the tasks which has been

supported by master data management system and online system. To be able CRM

to support the customers, it needs partner data, end consumer data, orders, prices from

other systems (components). This data should be transmitted in an appropriate format to

CRM via different interfaces. One of the new interfaces which has to connect ICOS with

CRM is documented using interface profile, depicted by Table 1. This profile is stored in

a database composing an enterprise repository for available interfaces and connecting to

both the enterprise data model to retrieve input/output and the dependency model.

4.3 Proof of Concept

In order to validate the benefits of interface profile, a case study from CEWE COLOR AG

& Co. OHG is presented. For example we have a change request to expand the delivery
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Responsible Person John Smith

Source System ICOS

Target System SAP CRM

Functionality transfers only new and changed trade partner data

Frequency of Usage once a day, morning

Relationship Type use

Business Process Post-production process

Criticality 2 it is allowed to be a couple of hours out of order

(1 very critical - 4 not critical)

Consequences of Failure obsolete TP data in SAP CRM when adding a new one

no orders can be assigned (dependency)

Effort (H) Implementation 15 man-days (120 Hour)

Effort (H) Changes

Effort (H) Fix Error

Input Customer number, Trade partner number,

company name, street, ZIP Code, City, ..

output Trade partner number (extern), TPnr (intern), ..

Table 1: Interface Profile

note number in order to be unique across all branches of the company throughout the world

so that it is easier for the trade partners.

Required steps to receive the request: the representation of the number had to be changed

from eight characters to ten characters. Two extra characters had to be added to depict the

laboratory. Some of the external interfaces were unfortunately not customized to handle

the new representation. However, this challenge had been later solved through a collabo-

ration with the customers. Some of the consequences the company faces:

1. in some cases, interfaces threw an internal error and no data could be sent.

2. the trade partner received the data but was unable to process it.

3. since the expectation was only for eight characters, the receiving system shortened

the received data, which may produce invalid data.

Using interface profile, even the small number of bad cases are prevented. This is because

the representation of delivery note number is modified in the enterprise data model. This

modification throws a trigger to all interfaces which have this field in their input or output.

Affected interfaces are retrieved from the repository with their source and destination to

detect the influenced components/systems. The indirectly affected interfaces are retrieved

by checking the dependency model. In order to determine the elaborated and risky inter-

faces, they should be first evaluated according to some metrics which are presented in the

next section.
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4.4 Evaluation of Interfaces

To evaluate which interfaces have high costs and high risks to modify, some metrics are

considered with their values and how the value may be interpreted. Some of the metrics

can take an absolute value while the others depend on the context of the company and its

branch. These metrics are: business value, frequency of usage, rate of usage, documen-

tation availability, number of failures, number of modifications, duration of being out of

order (in hours), effort until implementation. The values of the metrics should be set from

the beginning particularly those which are context dependent.

Business value: this value can differentiate from one company to another. However, it

is usually noticed that the interfaces, which are in the financial section [Bal12], are rated

as very important, like the interfaces for sending invoices or salaries. The Business value

derives its worth from functionality of the interface, its context and the consequences in

the case of being out of order. For example, business factors play a big role in determining

the value of an interface. The interfaces which transmit data to a strategic trade partner,

partner with high turnover, or a new partner have more priority than others. Also the in-

terfaces which are involved in high projects have higher priority than existing interfaces.

The functionality of the interface plays a role in specifying its importance.

Frequency of usage: this value is context dependent and varies according to the business

of the company. Here we give value 5 to an interface which is executed several times a

day. Value 4 = once a day. Value 3 = once a week. Value 2 = once a month. Value 1 =

once a year or manually. When the interface is executed by a trigger then it depends on

the frequency of trigger occurrence. The more often the execution of an interface is, the

faster the reaction is expected. The interface profile in Table 1 gives an example about

an interface that is executed once per day. If it throws an error; no data or faulty data is

transmitted, it has tolerance of some hours. The failure should be rectified before next time

of execution (next day morning).

Rate of usage: since some interfaces transmit only new and changed data, the volume of

data varies from one interface to another, e.g. interface transmitting trade partner data has

higher rate of usage (data volume) than the one transmitting sales discounts, because trade

partner data has higher level of change than sales discount. Partner’s name, firm name,

street, telephone number, city, ZIP code, branch are all belong to the master data of trade

partner so the probability of changing partner’s master data is higher than changing the

sales discount which makes the former more critical with higher rate of errors.

Documentation: the value of documentation exceeds one’s expectations especially by

continuous change. If the person with knowledge of the interface left the company, it

would be very expensive to reconstruct the documentation or apply a change on the inter-

faces. When it takes longer to solve an issue, the costs increase to both the customer and

the business. Good interface documentation includes the initial important information in

addition to each change which influence the way in which interface works. In other words,

good documentation should be up to date, provide both high-level overview plus low-level
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information. Value 2 is when the document contains only the initial version of the design

(not up to date) or when it is unstructured with too many details which make it difficult

to read and understand the document. Value 3 is when the document too short and does

not provide enough detailed information to implement or make a change on the interface.

Value 4 is when the documentation does not exist at all.

Number of failures: a high value for this metric indicates an interface that requires a large

amount of effort and could threaten all depending tasks and interfaces. A failure is counted

each time the interface is out of order or faulty when it is supposed to work correctly.

Number of modifications: when several modifications are necessary, the cost of the af-

filiated interface increase. Nevertheless, some of these costs are unavoidable especially

when the customer’s satisfaction is involved. Though a balance between these costs and

importance to customers should be clearly defined.

Duration of being out of order: this value should be recorded only when it exceeds the

tolerance of an interface. Our example shows a tolerance of some hours until the next

execution. The longer this time is, the higher the associated risk.

Effort until implementation: this is also conditional and should be first determined by

the company which would like to use this approach because the effort required for each

implementation varies. This value can be compared with the average effort for the evalu-

ated interface.

When the sum of the values for all metrics is small, the interface is neither risky nor costly.

The first three metrics specify the importance while the rest define the costs of an interface.

These metrics have been discussed with CEWE COLOR AG & Co. OHG to determine

their potential advantages. Evaluation of interfaces help the company to make a compari-

son between trade partner’s revenue and the costs of the interfaces to fulfill requirements.

On the basis of the comparison, managers could make their tactical and strategic decisions.

IT managers would also get an objective depiction of the interfaces, their costs and risks

avoiding subjective views of the employees.

5 Conclusion and Outlook

An important problem that demands a prompt solution with enterprise evolution is how

to deal with change requests in an effective way. In this paper, the weak points and high

costs of detecting impact of change by analyzing components have been argued and a

new approach proposing analyzing of interfaces has been explored. Interface profile, as a

solution for documentation problems and some changes requests are presented. Interface

profile has been used successfully within CEWE COLOR AG & Co. OHG. Evaluation of

interfaces will be evaluated in the same company and later in a bank in Switzerland. We

aim to generalize the approach by surveying companies in different domains.
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